CREATURE COMFORTS Bloom designed the
living room for everyday use, complete with a
cushioned window seat long enough for the
6-foot-8-inch husband to nap on. She
incorporated striped swivel chairs from Lee
Industries to allow the family to take in the
ocean views, direct the conversation in the center
of the room or watch TV on the opposite wall.
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With the help of designer Allison Bloom, a spec
home is marvelously transformed from overdone to
elegant and understated.

By Elizabeth Jenkins
Photography by John Merkl

T

here are two kinds of home buyers: those who want a house
that’s move-in ready, and those who are game for a project.
San Francisco designer Allison Bloom of Dehn Bloom
knew she had a big project on her hands when a close
friend asked her to help transform a 4,820-square-foot
home in the highly sought-after Sea Cliff neighborhood,
which overlooks the Pacific Ocean. The three-story, fivebedroom, five-bath house was built by a developer from Beijing and
done in a grandiose style. The floors on the first level consisted of slick
porcelain tile made to look like marble; the front door was incredibly
ornate; and the moldings throughout were 13 inches high. “The bones
were good, and the rooms were very well-proportioned,” explains Bloom,
“but it was a stucco monolith and didn’t feel warm and inviting. We had
to do major surgery to make the house feel like a home.”
Not everyone could have grasped the potential. But Bloom’s client
could. “I can see past the marble,” she told her husband after they
attended the open house. “I can see past the brown stucco exterior and
orange wood floors. When you look through the windows at all of the
green outside, you feel like you are floating in a beautiful treehouse in
the middle of San Francisco,” she said of the home, which is nestled in
a cul-de-sac above Lobos Creek Valley. As a result, the couple scrapped
their original plans of adding onto their existing home and put it on the
market instead.
The homeowner’s husband is 6 feet 8 inches, and their oldest child,
who is only 14, is already 6 feet 2 inches. “My husband hit his head
almost every night walking into our kids’ rooms in our old house,”
says the homeowner, who devoted 20 years of her professional life to a
nonprofit and now coaches people on public speaking and presentation
skills. “I don’t know how high our doorways or ceilings are now,” she
says, “but I do know that my husband looks normal in this house. The
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YOU’RE INVITED From left: Designers
Mary Stervinou and Allison Bloom on the
terrace steps; the kitchen island was
redone so anyone sitting in the woven
cane chairs from Drucker could tuck their
knees in. The maple countertop is finished
with tung oil, and the floors were
re-stained a warm tobacco hue. The zinc
pendants above are from The Urban
Electric Co. Opposite page: A long wooden
bench from Nantucket with a custom
cushion covered in Peter Dunham fabric
greets visitors and gives the family a
comfortable spot to put on their shoes or
set down their bags. The gallery wall
above features treasured family photos
from multiple generations, many of which
are in black-and-white. A kilim from The
Rug Company grounds the space.

size and scale of the rooms are perfect for our family, and I
knew that our three children would feel comfortable here
as they grew,” she says.
Since they had already hired contractor Jeff King
of Jeff King & Company to do that addition, the couple
simply moved him over to the Sea Cliff project instead. “Jeff
started in February 2014 by simply ripping stuff out,” recalls
the homeowner. “We moved in that June and lived in a
construction zone until Christmas, when the scaffolding
finally came down,” she says. To appeal to the couple’s East
Coast roots, King added shingles and brick to the exterior
and stained it light gray. The massive Persian doors at the
entry were off-center, so they replaced them with a single
door in a far more traditional style.
Bloom worked hand-in-hand with her senior designer,
Mary Stervinou. The two opted for a crisp, clean palette
throughout the home, with most of the walls painted white,
blue or gray. From there, the designers added color, pattern
and texture through rugs and fabrics, which they applied
to furniture, curtains, headboards and pillows. They relied
on timeless designs from Galbraith & Paul, Peter Dunham,
Martyn Lawrence Bullard, Quadrille and Perennials, among
others. They ripped out the porcelain on the first floor and
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installed hardwood, which they then sanded and stained to
match the refinished floors on the second and third levels in
a warm tobacco hue.
The heart of the home is the living room, which, like
the kitchen and dining room, is on the second floor. “Our
living room is our family room,” says the homeowner. “We
don’t have one of those living rooms that no one can sit
in except when family comes over 10 times a year.” With
that in mind, Bloom and Stervinou wanted the space to be
both functional and inviting. They scaled down the original
fireplace and changed the inset of the stone to simple black
granite. They decorated the mantle with a Louis Philippe
mirror and a collection of antique brass candlesticks to lend
an East Coast feel. To take advantage of the views of the
Presidio and Golden Gate Bridge, they kept the windows
mostly open and built a long window seat with storage
underneath for games.
Bloom and Stervinou took special care with the three
children’s bedrooms, which are elegant and sophisticated,
yet comfortable and age-appropriate. They relied on a mix
of custom pieces (beds, rugs and window treatments) with
some retail elements from standbys such as Restoration
Hardware, Serena & Lily, Pottery Barn and Crate and

SITTING PRETTY Work is far more
appealing in the comfort of the master
suite, flooded in natural light, while
seated in an upholstered linen chair from
Restoration Hardware. The driftwood oak
desk is also from Restoration Hardware,
and the brass and marble desk lamp is
from Circa Lighting.

DESIGN DETAILS
TYPE
Single Family
LOCATION
Sea Cliff
INTERIOR DESIGN
Allison Bloom and Mary Stervinou
dehnbloom.com
CONTRACTOR
Jeff King
jeffkingandco.com
LANDSCAPE DESIGN
Sean Weatherill
weatherillassociates.com
VENDORS
Andrew Woodside Carter
Custom nightstands in master bedroom
awcarter.com
Bausman
Jupe mechanism dining table, X back dining
chairs, flip-top table and game table
bausmanandcompany.com
De Sousa Hughes
Galbraith & Paul fabric for headboard and
drapes in master bedroom; Raoul Textiles fabric
for drapes in dining room; Elizabeth Eakins runner
desousahughes.com
Galanter and Jones
Heated ceramic garden bench
galanterandjones.com

SWEET DREAMS Clockwise from top left: The older
son’s bedroom is painted Boothbay Gray by Benjamin
Moore and decorated with sails. His bed is from Pottery
Barn Teen, his sheets and sconces from Serena & Lily,
and his side tables from Restoration Hardware; the
daughter’s bedroom is painted Soft Fern by Benjamin
Moore. Her desk and swivel chair are from Pottery Barn
Teen, the curtains by Martyn Lawrence Bullard, and the
rug is a trellis pattern from Haute Textile Flooring; also
painted in Benjamin Moore’s Soft Fern, the master
bedroom contains bedside tables designed by Bloom
with the help of local woodworker Andrew Woodside
Carter. The brass articulating sconces are from Circa
Lighting. The bed is decked out in a mix of linens from
Julia B. Couture Linens, Galbraith & Paul and Carolina
Irving Textiles.

Barrel. Rugs from Haute Textile Flooring and cushions from Lisa
Fine Textiles add a rich, textural element. The boys inherited a love
of the water from their father, a former member of the national U.S.
Rowing team and current rowing coach. To reflect the boys’ passion
for sailing, the designers worked with a sailmaker and seamstress to
have window shades made from sails. Their father even researched
which letters would be appropriate and in what size.
The master suite includes an office for work and a green mohair
daybed for relaxation. Like all of the upholstered headboards in the
house, the couple’s was custom, made from a Galbraith & Paul
paisley pattern with some added flash in the form of a nailhead
border. The bed’s luxe linens are by Julia B. Couture Linens, and
the accent pillows are made with fabric from Galbraith & Paul and
Carolina Iriving Textiles.
Landscape designer Sean Weatherill of Weatherill & Associates
tackled the outdoor spaces, with the hope of softening the existing
surfaces and adding privacy. There are three levels in the back,
including a two-tier terrace, all of which overlook the preserve below.
He worked together with Bloom, pairing plants and planters, while
she found a heated loveseat from Galanter & Jones, a Moroccan
table from Mosaics and wicker chairs from Janus et Cie. Bloom,
Stervinou and Weatherill designed a bluestone fire pit for additional
warmth, which is now flanked by a Restoration Hardware sofa and
custom Quadrille ottoman cubes. “I put a lot of trust into Allison,
Jeff, Sean and their teams,” recalls the homeowner, “and the process
was such a joy for me. I never dreamed of living in such a beautiful
house, and I am just so grateful.”
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Holland & Sherry
Martyn Lawrence Bullard textiles for daughter’s
drapes; Carolina Irving textiles for daughter’s
pillow; Lisa Fine Textiles for daughter’s upholstery
hollandandsherry.com
Janus et Cie
Dining chairs in garden
janusetcie.com
Jean-Marc Fray
Antique sideboards in entry and dining room
jeanmarcfray.com
Kneedler Fauchere
Conrad woven window treatments in master
bedroom and bath
kneedlerfauchere.com
Maison Drucker
Custom woven cane kitchen stools
drucker.fr
Ochre
Horn pulls in master bedroom
ochre.net
The Gardener
Concrete garden side tables and zellige tile tables
thegardener.com
The Rug Company
Vintage Turkish kilim runner in the entryway
therugcompany.com
Urban Electric
Chisholm pendants in the kitchen and Virginia
lantern in the entry
urbanelectricco.com

